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We study the one-loop effective potential for some Horava-Lifshitz-like theories.
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The Horava-Lifshitz (HL) approach [1] has recently
received much scientific attention. This approach is char-
acterized by an essential asymmetry between space and
time coordinates (space-time anisotropy): the equations
of motion of the theory are invariant under the rescaling
xi ! bxi, t! bzt, where z, the critical exponent, is a
number characterizing its ultraviolet behavior. The main
reason for it is that the HL-like reformulation of the known
field theory models with a nontrivial critical exponent
z > 1 leads to an improvement of the renormalization of
these models. In particular, the four-dimensional gravity
becomes renormalizable at z ¼ 3.
Different issues related to the HL gravity, including its
cosmological aspects [2], exact solutions [3], and black
holes [4], were considered in a number of papers. At the
same time, the study of the impacts of the HL extension to
other field theories is a very interesting problem. Some
aspects of the HL generalizations for the gauge field theo-
ries were presented in [5]. Renormalizability of the scalar
field theory models with space-time anisotropy has been
discussed in detail in [6]. The four-fermion HL-like theory
has been studied in [7]. The Casimir effect for the HL-like
scalar field theory has been considered in [8]. In [9], the HL
modifications of the CPN1 were studied. The possibility
of restoration of the Lorentz symmetry in the theories with
the space-time anisotropy is discussed in [5,10].
It is well-known that the effective potential is a key
object in the quantum field theory useful for studying
many of its aspects. Some interesting results for the
HL-like theories have been obtained in the papers
[11,12], where the effective potential for the 4 and the
Liouville-Lifshitz theories have been studied. Also, some
interesting results for the effective potential in scalar field
theories, with certain values of the critical exponent, have
been obtained in [13]. In this paper, we intend to study the
effective potential for a more generic class of theories
including an arbitrary interaction of the scalar field with
other fields. In the sequel, we will treat three cases, namely,
a pure scalar model, a gauge model, and a Yukawa model.
a. Scalar model. We start with the straightforward HL
generalization of the usual scalar model
S ¼
Z
dtddx

1
2
_2  1
2
ð1Þzz VðÞ

: (1)
The renormalizability of such a model has been discussed
in [6]. In general, renormalizability of such models re-
quires a polynomial form of the potential; however, for
simplicity we restrict ourselves to the form VðÞ ¼ n.
Here our aim is the study of its effective potential. To
proceed with it, we, as usual, make the replacement !
þ, where is a background field, and is a quantum
one. For the one-loop calculations, it is sufficient to keep
only the terms of the second order in the quantum field 
S2 ¼  12
Z
dtddxð@20 þ ð1Þzz þ V00ðÞÞ: (2)
Following the standard procedure, the one-loop effective
action can be cast as
ð1Þ ¼ i
2
Tr lnð@20 þ ð1Þzz þ V00ðÞÞ: (3)
The corresponding effective potentialUðÞ can be read off
from the expression
ð1Þj¼const ¼ 
Z
dtddxUð1ÞðÞ:
To calculateUðÞ, we must carry out the Fourier transform
of (3). After the Wick rotation, we arrive at
Uð1Þ ¼ 1
2
Z dk0ddk
ð2Þdþ1 lnðk
2
0 þ ~k2z þ V 00ðÞÞ: (4)
First, we calculate the integral over k0. We use
d
dðA2Þ
Z
dk0 lnðk20 þ A2Þ ¼
Z dk0
k20 þ A2
¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A2
p ; (5)
so that, neglecting an irrelevant field-independent constant,
we get
Uð1Þ ¼
Z ddk
ð2Þd
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
~k2z þ V 00ðÞ
q
: (6)
Then, we use the identity
ﬃﬃﬃ
B
p ¼  1
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ

p
Z 1
0
d3=2eB: (7)
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Thus
Uð1Þ ¼  1
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ

p
Z
d3=2
Z ddk
ð2Þd e
ð ~k2zþV 00ðÞÞ: (8)
In spherical coordinates and after the change of variables
kz ! u, so, k2z ¼ u2, k ¼ u1=z, and dk ¼ 1z duu1=z1, we
get
Uð1Þ ¼  1
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ

p 1ð2Þd
1
z
2d=2
ðd=2Þ

Z 1
0
d3=2
Z 1
0
duuððdzÞ=zÞeðu2þV00ðÞÞ: (9)
After integration we arrive at
Uð1Þ ¼  1
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ

p 1ð2Þd
1
z
d=2
ðd=2Þ

d
2z

 

 1
2
 d
2z

ðV 00ðÞÞ1=2þd=ð2zÞ: (10)
It is clear that this one-loop effective potential diverges if
we have 12 ð1þ dzÞ ¼ N, where N is a non-negative integer
number, in particular, for z ¼ 2, it diverges only at d ¼
2; 6; 10; . . . For example, for VðÞ / 10, with d ¼ 3 and
z ¼ 2, the Green functions have a superficial degree of
divergence ! ¼ 5 E2 , with E is a number of legs. For the
one-loop renormalizability, the model requires a counter-
term8. However, the explicit calculation shows that such
a correction is one-loop finite within the dimensional regu-
larization. For d ¼ 3 that expression is, as it is well known,
quadratically divergent for z ¼ 1 and linearly divergent if
z ¼ 3; otherwise it is finite.
b. Gauge fields. Now, let us introduce gauge fields. For
the sake of concreteness, we restrict ourselves to the case
z ¼ 2. In this case, the Lagrangian of the scalar QED is
L ¼ 1
2
F0iF0i þ 14FijFij D0ðD0Þ

þDiDjðDiDjÞ m4; (11)
where D0 ¼ @0  ieA0, Di ¼ @i  ieAi is a gauge-
covariant derivative, with the corresponding gauge trans-
formations: ! eie,  ! eie, A0 ! A0 þ @0,
Ai ! Ai þ @i. To keep track only from the gauge-matter
interaction, we suggest that there is no self-coupling of the
matter field.
The propagator for the scalar field has the simplest form
hi ¼ i
k20  ~k4 m4
: (12)
As for the propagator of the gauge field, the situation is
more complicated. Indeed, to find this propagator, we must
add to the free Lagrangian of the gauge field
L2 ¼ 12F0iF0i þ
1
4
FijFij
¼ 1
2
@iA0@iA0  @0A0@iAi þ 12 @0Ai@0Ai þ
1
4
FijFij:
(13)
the gauge-fixing term. However, since the L2 contains a
mixed term involving both A0 and Ai (which have distinct
behaviors), it would be good if the gauge-fixing term could
allow for the separation of these fields.
It turns out to be that the appropriate gauge-fixing term
is nonlocal
Lgf ¼ 12

1ﬃﬃﬃﬃ

p @0A0 þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ

p
@iAi

2
¼ 1
2

@0A0
1

@0A0 þ 2@0A0@iAi þ @jAj@iAi

: (14)
This gauge-fixing term can be treated as the analogue of
the Feynman gauge. Adding this gauge-fixing term to the
Lg, we arrive at the following complete Lagrangian:
Lc ¼ L2 þ Lgf ¼  12A0
@20 þ2

A0  12Aið@
2
0 þ 2ÞAi:
(15)
The nonlocality of this Lagrangian, however, does not give
any danger for calculations. Indeed, the propagators have a
reasonable form
hA0A0i ¼ i
~k2
k20  ~k4
; hAiAji ¼ 
iij
k20  ~k4
: (16)
As can be checked, the model is then renormalizable for
d  4.
To calculate the effective potential, we must take into
account that it depends only on the matter fields; thus, we
treat the gauge field as a pure quantum field. Also, we must
take into account that, within the one-loop approximation,
only the vertices associated with two quantum fields give
nontrivial contributions to the effective potential. Let us
denote the background fields by and. It is easy to see
that the only relevant vertices are
e2A0A0; ieA0ð@0@0Þ;
 ieð@iAjÞ½@i@j@i@j; e2ð@iAjÞð@iAjÞ:
(17)
To simplify the calculations, it is convenient to move
within these vertices all derivatives to act on the gauge
fields. So, these vertices take the form
 e2A0A0; ieðÞ@0A0;
 ie½ ð@jAjÞ; e2AjAj: (18)
To fix the quantum corrections at the one-loop order, we
must consider two types of contributions. In the first of
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them, all diagrams involve only the gauge field propagators
in the internal lines:
The total result from this sector is a sum of two con-
tributions to the effective potential—the first one, Ua is
given by sum of loops of hA0A0i propagators, and the
second one, Ub—of hAiAji propagators,
Ua ¼ 
X1
n¼1
1
n
Z ddkdk0
ð2Þdþ1 ðe
2Þn
 ~k2
k20  ~k4

n
;
Ub ¼ 
X1
n¼1
d
n
Z ddkdk0
ð2Þdþ1 ðe
2Þn
 ~k2
k20  ~k4

n
:
(19)
The second type of diagrams involves the triple vertices
as well. We should first introduce a ‘‘dressed’’ propagator
In this propagator, the summation over all quartic verti-
ces is performed. As a result, these dressed propagators are
equal to
hA0A0iD ¼ hA0A0i
X1
n¼0
½ie2hA0A0in
¼ i
~k2
k20  ~k4  e2 ~k2
;
hAiAjiD ¼ 
iij
k20  ~k4
X1
n¼0

e2
~k2
k20  ~k4


n
¼  iij
k20  ~k4  e2 ~k2
:
(20)
To proceed, we follow the methodology developed in
[14] and other papers. It is based on the summation over
diagrams representing themselves as cycles of all possible
number of links. Such diagrams look like
Now it is time to take into account the derivatives in
the triple vertices. Using the ‘‘rationalized’’ form of the
vertices (18), we can find that effectively one must con-
sider the objects
G1 ¼ h@0A0ðt1; ~x1Þ@0A0ðt2; ~x2ÞiD;
G2 ¼ h@iAiðt1; ~x1Þ@jAjðt2; ~x2ÞiD;
(21)
whose Fourier transforms are
G1ðkÞ ¼ ik
2
0
~k2
k20  ~k4  e2 ~k2
;
G2ðkÞ ¼  i
~k6
k20  ~k4  e2 ~k2
:
(22)
Here we took into account that the derivatives affect differ-
ent arguments of the propagator, which changes the sign
with respect to (20). Then, we can take into account that the
effective propagators G1 and G2 enter the diagrams above
on the same base, thus, the total contribution must be
symmetric under replacement G1 $ G2. Thus, the total
contribution from these graphs is
Uc ¼ 
X1
n¼1
1
n
Z ddkdk0
ð2Þdþ1 ðe
2ÞnððG1 þG2ÞhiÞn;
(23)
which yields
Uc ¼ 
X1
n¼1
1
n
Z ddkdk0
ð2Þdþ1 ðe
2Þn

 ðk20  ~k4Þ ~k2
k20  ~k4  e2 ~k2
1
k20  ~k4 m4

n
: (24)
It remains to process all these expressions Ua, Ub and Uc.
To do it, we use the identity
P1
n¼1
an
n ¼  lnð1 aÞ and
carry out the Wick rotation, thus,
Ua¼ i
Z ddkdk0
ð2Þdþ1 ln

1þe
2 ~k2
k20þ ~k4

;
Ub¼ id
Z ddkdk0
ð2Þdþ1 ln

1þe
2 ~k2
k20þ ~k4

;
Uc¼ i
Z ddkdk0
ð2Þdþ1 ln

1 e
2ðk20þ ~k4Þ ~k2
k20þ ~k4þe2 ~k2
1
k20þ ~k4þm4

:
(25)
In the case m ¼ 0, Uc simplifies radically, and we have
Uc ¼ i
Z ddkdk0
ð2Þdþ1 ln

1þ e
2 ~k2
k20 þ ~k4

; (26)
which completely cancels Ua. So, in this case we end
just with the following contribution to the effective
potential:
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Uð1Þ ¼ id
Z ddkdk0
ð2Þdþ1 ln

1þ e
2 ~k2
k20 þ ~k4

: (27)
Adding and subtracting the constant id
R ddkdk0
ð2Þdþ1 ln½1þ
~k4
k2
0
,
we find that the effective potential, up to an additive
constant, looks like
Uð1Þ ¼ id
Z ddkdk0E
ð2Þdþ1 ln

1þ
~k4 þ e2 ~k2
k20

: (28)
Then, we use the integral
R1
0 dk0 lnðk20 þ A2Þ ¼ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A2
p
, so,
Uð1Þ ¼ id
Z ddk
2ð2Þd
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
~k2ð ~k2 þ e2Þ
q
¼ idI: (29)
Following the same steps as before, in the case of the scalar
model, we arrive at
I ¼ 
d=2
2ð2Þd ðe
2Þd=2þ1 ð1
d
2Þðd2 þ 12Þ
ðd2Þð 12Þ
: (30)
We see that for odd spatial dimension d, this expression is
finite, while for even d it diverges, and, we would need to
add the corresponding counterterms (in particular, for
d ¼ 2, one will need the quartic interaction to achieve a
multiplicative renormalizability).
For completeness, we note that sometimes, the Coulomb
gauge @iAi ¼ 0 maybe convenient. It is considered in the
Appendix.
c. Yukawa theory. Then let us formulate the Yukawa
theory. It is natural to consider now the z ¼ 2 version of
the spinor field theory, so, the (dþ 1)-dimensional
Lagrangian for the theory looks like
L ¼ c ði0@0 þ m2  hÞc : (31)
To keep track only from the Yukawa coupling, we treat the
scalar field as a purely external one. The generalization of
this study for the case of the self-interacting scalar field is
straightforward. The one-loop effective potential corre-
sponding to this Lagrangian, looks like
ð1Þ ¼ iTr lnði0@0 þ m2  hÞ: (32)
We can present this expression as
ð1Þ ¼ iTrlnði0@0Þþ iTrln

1 i ðm
2hÞ0@0
@20

:
(33)
Disregarding an irrelevant additive constant, expanding the
logarithm in power series, calculating the matrix trace and
doing the sum, we arrive at
ð1Þ ¼ i 
2
Tr ln

1 ðm
2  hÞ2
@20

: (34)
Here  is a dimension of the Dirac matrices in the corre-
sponding representation. After Fourier transform by the
rule i@0;i ! k0;i, this expression yields the following
effective potential:
Uð1Þ ¼i
2
Z ddkdk0
ð2Þdþ1 ln

k20ð ~k2þm2þhÞ2
k20

: (35)
Doing the Wick rotation and integrating over k0, we
arrive at
Uð1Þ ¼ 
2
Z ddk
ð2Þd ð
~k2 þm2 þ hÞ1þ: (36)
This integral, for any positive d, vanishes within the di-
mensional regularization being proportional to 1ð1Þ
which is zero as ! 0.
An observation is in order: if we consider a model
composed of the Lagrangian (11) plus an extension of
(31) in which the fermions are also minimally coupled to
the electromagnetic field, up to the one-loop order, no
additional contribution to the effective potential given by
the expressions (29) and (30) arises.
We studied the effective action for some scalar HL-like
theories: first, the self-coupled scalar model whose one-
loop effective potential was found for arbitrary values of
the space dimension, critical exponent and coupling; sec-
ond, the scalar QED, whose effective potential was suc-
cessfully obtained in the z ¼ 2 case, and third, the Yukawa
theory, where the one-loop effective potential was shown
to vanish. In principle, we can also introduce the coupling
between the gauge and spinor fields. Nevertheless, these
additional interactions will start to contribute to the effec-
tive potential only at the two-loop order. We found that the
methodology for calculating the effective potential does
not essentially differ from that in the usual, Lorentz-
invariant field theories.
This work was partially supported by Conselho
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APPENDIX
Let us briefly describe the difference of the results for
the case of gauge fields in the Coulomb gauge. After
imposing this gauge, the ‘‘mixed’’ term immediately van-
ishes in the action (13), but there is no modification of the
quadratic term in A0, so, the propagator hA0A0i in this case
differs from that one in (16) being equal to
hA0A0i ¼  i~k2 ; (37)
whereas the propagator hAiAji stays the same as in (16). As
a result, the contribution Ub from (25) stays unchanged,
while for Ua now we have
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Ua ¼ i
Z ddkdk0E
ð2Þdþ1 ln

1þ e
2
~k2

: (38)
However, the result for c in the Coulomb gauge is much more complicated. Let us consider it in details.
The ‘‘effective propagator’’ G1 introduced in (22) in the case of the Coulomb gauge takes the form
G1 ¼  ik
2
0
~k4 þ e2 ~k2 ; (39)
while the G2 does not suffer any modification.
Uc ¼ i
Z ddkdk0
ð2Þdþ1

ln
½k20 ~k2 þ ð ~k2 þ e2Þð ~k4 þm4Þðk20 þ ~k4 þ e2 ~k2Þ
k40
~k2
þ e
2 ~k6ð ~k2 þ e2Þ
k40
~k2

 lnk
2
0 þ ~k4 þ e2 ~k2
k20
 ln
~k2 þ e2
~k2
þ lnk
2
0
~k4

: (40)
It is easy to see that the second term in the right-hand side of this expression differs from (27) only by a constant factor,d,
multiplying the last one. The third term exactly cancels withUa (38), and the last term is a pure irrelevant constant, since it
does not depend on the background fields. This allows to write the complete effective potential as
U ¼ Ua þUb þUc
¼ i 
d=2
2ð2Þd ðe
2Þd=2þ1 ð1 dÞð1
d
2Þðd2 þ 12Þ
ðd2Þð 12Þ
þ i
Z ddkdk0
ð2Þdþ1
 ln
½k20 ~k2 þ ð ~k2 þ e2Þð ~k4 þm4Þðk20E þ ~k4 þ e2 ~k2Þ
k40
~k2
þ e
2 ~k6ð ~k2 þ e2Þ
k40
~k2

: (41)
Notice that the first term in this expression is very similar to the result (38). The above expression differs from the results in
(25)–(30) just because the contribution involving hA0A0i propagators was cancelled. Unfortunately, the last term is highly
cumbersome.
The discrepancy between the results for the effective potential in the gauges we considered is expected because it is a
gauge-dependent quantity.
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